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                                                  2C-B        from 614
                                                              to 740

 ++1/2  25mg (AP≡) (+5) 12/18/82 11:30PM=[0:00] post some wine - some food Jacky &
        E. Curry. ++2-1/2 to 3 to ~5AM[~6] some IRT - good music some visual -
        little residue ATS - considerable AP.

 ++     30mg (AP≡) 1/22/83 10:30PM=[0:00] KM front room. aware [:35] ATS to only
        ++, AP ~+++ by [1:15] - easy sleep ~[5:] - next day ATS busy, good; AP
        slow. ++

 ++     30mg (AP≡) 4/10/83 assay new polymorph "L" 9:15PM=[0:00] slow, gradual
        development to ++ only - not too much visual. Very comfortable but not
        earthshaking.

 ++1/2  30mg (AP≡) 4/28/83 after HZ -> plum tree, IRT - extraordinary. - 1st sleep@
        ~[6] - next day no depletion. Extremely friendly, trivial physical. ++1/2 -
        this was after B-Club, [with] a little wine, & food at -[3:00].

 +++(<) 30mg (AP≡) 5/6/83 9:42PM=[0:00] [:40- Letters from Povich (Mass), re "595"
        ~1:30] sl.shakes & tremor -           that -> strong action [with] ~5mg
        extraordinary development via IRT to  intra-nasally, immediate onset, full
        +++ - 1st sleep ~[6 or 7:] AM. up     intensity for 45 to 60 min, effects
        (ATS) [12:00] no deficit. AP later.   over at 4hrs. Not active orally. Is
                                              reasonably pure 2C-B. May 1983
 -      2mg i.n. 5/7/83 (14 hrs post above!)
        but ~baseline. (-)

 >++    30mg (AP≡) 5/11/83 10:15PM. excellent >++. Sleep at [5:] - AM - no
        depletion - much talk as well.

 >++    30mg (AP≡) 5/17/83 10:00PM [:30] aware [:40] rapid. sleep OK @ ~[5:00].
        excellent >++

 ±      5mg i.n. 5/30/83 11:34AM=[0:00] [:05] uncomfortable residual burning pain
        in nose - this to ~[:30] [:10] aware? [:20] slight effect. tremors. [2:00]
        nothing left. maybe ±

 >++    30mg (AP≡) 6/10/83 10:15PM. [:40] aware - quiet - easy sleep ~3AM. >++

 ++1/2  30mg (AP≡) 6/21/83 9:10PM. [:30] aware - slow onset - easy sleep at [6:00]
        2-1/2+

 ++1/2  30mg (AP≡) 6/30/83 11:30PM (after light dinner at club!) slower onset, but
        up to 2-1/2 fine - trouble sleeping - cat naps [5-8] - next day OK, but
        sleep deficit required early bed next evening.


